
                      
                                                                       

 

*Will NOT adhere to Lycra, Spandex, 100% Nylon, any Nylon Blend, Nylon Mesh, Nylon Canvas or fabrics marked “Do Not 
Iron/Decorate”, “Dry Clean Only” 

Vinyl or Glitter cannot be layered with home iron application - The layers will peel apart during washing 
 

PLEASE NOTE: Applying transfers is at your own risk, we offer a replacement guarantee for only damaged transfers either during 
application or washing, but we will not cover the cost of any items damaged during application   

 
Inspect your transfers for any damage or missing pieces (sorry, we are not perfect, but we will replace the item!) If we 

missed weeding a design/letter, gently fold back the transfer adhesive side up and remove piece with your fingers/tweezers. 
Smooth any air bubbles.

Use the sample piece provided to check the iron’s temperature (as it will vary by brand/age of iron) matching the fabric 
setting to the fabric type you are using (ex. Cotton setting for cotton fabric) and pressure needed – Do not use steam or steam 
setting 

 If your iron is too hot, the transfer and fabric will scorch and/or melt (especially important for heat sensitive fabrics) 
 If your iron is too cold, the transfer will not adhere, peel up, or come off during washing 
 Too much heat/pressure may leave iron marks on the fabric  

Preheat the front/back of the fabric, using a low heat setting, then work up the heat in small increments 
as needed until you reach the optimal application temperature to avoid scorching the fabric, use light-medium pressure. This 
process will take a lot more time than application onto normal fabric.  

These will cause the fabric to be uneven creating uneven pressure points. Use a thin 
towel folded under the garment to create an even surface. During application you will need to use even more pressure to 
compensate for the added thickness 
 

  Place your garment (unwashed is best, but washed will still work) on a hard surface (ex: table, stone/tile 
countertop/floor, make sure your surface cannot be easily damaged by heat or pressure) (thick fabrics such as fleece/denim place 
as a single layer)  
DO NOT USE: Ironing Board either with or without the pad, Cardboard, Cookie sheet, Carpet, Towel, similar type soft 
surface, Glass stove cook top or any other surface type that will not provide adequate pressure. We reserve the right 

to not provide no cost replacements if any of these surface types are used.  
Vinyl Iron Temp: 300° 
Glitter Iron Temp: 311° 

  PREHEAT GARMENT Press garment with iron for 8-10 seconds over the area where the design will be applied.  

  Remove and discard white paper backing, and place transfer face up on the garment 

 Cover the transfer with regular baking parchment paper – any brand will work, DO NOT use wax paper, it is not heat safe 
& will melt the transfer! Never place the iron directly onto the clear plastic carrier sheet.  

Vinyl press with iron for 8-10 seconds using Firm Pressure* 
  Glitter press for 15-20 seconds using FIRM to HEAVY pressure* 
*thinner fabric may require LESS time/pressure, heavier/thicker fabric will require MORE time/pressure **IMPORTANT If 

you think you are using enough pressure ADD MORE *Do NOT slide the iron, instead lift and press the iron firmly over each piece 
of the design.  

Vinyl: allow the shirt & transfer to cool down for several minutes, the transfer and shirt should be WARM but not hot to 
the touch 
                Glitter: peel the plastic cover sheet of HOT (immediately)  



Vinyl once the transfer is cool, peel off the clear plastic sheet (peeling the plastic too soon will tear the vinyl & it will lift 
off the shirt as the adhesive needs several minutes to set) If the transfer isn’t sticking STOP & see #11 

: If pressing both sides of the garment, stop here, place parchment underneath and in between the fabric layers, apply the 
design on the opposite side and then continue with the step #10 

 Cover design with the parchment paper and press again for 5-8 seconds over each section. Do not place iron directly on 
the vinyl, it will melt!  
 
 

  
 Verify if the fabric type is correct. The transfers will not adhere to all fabric types.  
 Increase your iron’s temperature up to the max you can use for the fabric type you are applying onto. Iron temps will vary 

by brand and age, your iron may need to be set hotter than what the video says 
 Change your surface type, your iron may not be getting enough contact over the transfer 
 Increase your pressure on the iron (really push down hard on the iron, it shouldn’t just be set on top of the transfer) for 

the full time stated. Also try a lower surface so you can get more of your upper body over the iron 
 Increase your time per section, and make sure you are not missing any parts (especially important the larger the design)  
 Make sure you are allowing the transfer to cool down enough before peeling off the plastic, the adhesive needs time to 

set 
 Repeat steps #6-8 as needed until transfer has fully adhered  
 If pressing multiple transfers allow time between each one for your iron to heat back up 
 Even after washing, these steps can be repeated to remove wrinkles/reattach the vinyl (water/washing is the enemy of 

transfers) 
 
Instructions for Replacement for Damaged Items during Application/Washing:  
First Email us a photo of the damaged item and as much detail about the application process as possible, including the material 
type and surface type used under the garment 
Then place an order for the new items, put in the notes box “REPLACEMENT” and we will refund 100% of the merchandise total at 
the time the order is shipped and photos have been received.  
We are very sorry, but we cannot also cover the cost of shipping replacements, unless we are able to determine the cause is due 
to defective material (which is only proven when multiple customers have issues with application and is extremely rare).  
Cash refunds are not given (even with a photo of damaged items).  
 
 

  
 
**DO NOT Dry Clean, or wash with OXYCLEAN, Chlorine Bleach, or liquid fabric softener** Oxyclean will eat away the adhesive 
and the decal will fall off. 

 Wait a minimum of 24 hours after application before first wash 
 IMPORTANT: Turn garment inside out to protect the transfer, otherwise the print could be scratched/scuffed off  
 Wash with like items 
 Use Mild detergent 
 Machine wash Cold or Warm 
 Dry at low to normal setting (Hang Dry is recommended) do not use high heat, heat will cause the vinyl to come off  
 AFTER EACH WASHING, WE RECOMMEND TURNING THE GARMENT INSIDE OUT AND PRESS THE IMAGE FROM THE BACK!  
 If the transfer begins to come loose or wrinkle at any time, recover with parchment paper (never use wax paper or iron directly 

over the transfer, or the vinyl will melt) or turn garment inside out and press again with normal pressure for 5-10 seconds 
covering each section thoroughly. This will help extend the life of your transfer, which will depend on the frequency of 
washings.  

 
Questions please contact us immediately at orders@stickersbystephanie.com 


